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Did you see a mistake? Find out how to fix it.Would you like to get these notifications in your email every time a new review is posted? Make sure you are following me on Goodreads: After writing my recommendation of Dorchas book I wanted to give you an insight into what I thought about it. This series is set in the same world as A Mad World series but
isn’t written by a different author. The world is in a constant state of battle between the vampires and the other supernatural beings of the world. Dorcha is one of the undead, she is not only a vampire but also a werewolf. She is a multiple werewolf. Her claws can bite through vampire skin. At times she will feed on the blood of an animal in the form of a wolf.
The animal does not have to be alive. Dorcha is haunted by the vision of her brothers death. He was torn to pieces by a werewolf. This vision has had a devastating effect on her life. Dorcha lives with her son, father, mother and sister. The family has been torn apart over the last couple of years. The family are split down the middle. Dorcha lives with her father

and her son. Dorcha lives in a huge old house. It has stood for hundreds of years. Dorcha has the strongest magical abilities of anyone in the world. Dorcha has a wolf-blood which makes her even stronger than the normal werewolves. In the first book of the series Dorcha is having problems with her loyalty. She has been told by the vampire monarch to take over
a vampire kingdom but she cannot help taking sides. Her father tells her he is the only one that can save the vampire’s and the others super powers. Dorcha’s brothers have betrayed her and left her for dead. They are looking to gain control of the magical weapons that keep the supernatural beings of the world safe. Dorcha’s old world is almost destroyed and the

humans have almost completely destroyed the supernatural beings of the world. Dorcha sees that the only way she can be free of the werewolf lycanthropy is to find the ancient mariner’s spell book. If she can find the spell book she can go to the lighthouse at the top of the world and save the world. There
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